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Abstract: The as-quenched medium-carbon low-alloy Fe-0.36wt.%C-1wt.%Cr steel was subjected
to warm deformation via uniaxial compression at temperatures of 400–700 ◦ C and strain rates of
10−4 –10−2 s−1 . At low temperatures (400–550 ◦ C), the microstructure evolution was mainly associated
with dynamic recovery with the value of activation energy of 140 ± 35 kJ/mol. At higher temperatures
(600–700 ◦ C), dynamic recrystallization was developed, and activation energy in this case was
243 ± 15 kJ/mol. The presence of nanoscale carbide particles in the structure at temperatures of
400–600 ◦ C resulted in the appearance of threshold stresses. A two-component <001>//compression
direction (CD) and <111>//CD deformation texture was formed during deformation. Deformation
at the low temperatures resulted in the formation of elongated ferritic grains separated mainly by
high-angle boundaries (HAB) with a strong <001>//CD texture. The grains with the <111>//CD
orientation were wider in comparison with those with the <001>//CD orientation. The development of
substructure in the form of low-angle boundaries (LAB) networks was also observed in the <111>//CD
grains. The development of dynamic recrystallization restricted the texture formation. The processing
map for warm deformation of the 0.36C-1Cr steel was constructed.
Keywords: deformation behavior; warm deformation; texture; microstructure; dynamic recrystallization;
processing map

1. Introduction
Medium-carbon low-alloy (MCLA) steels are a workhorse material of modern industry due to their
low cost and high performance. Generally, MCLA steels are used as structural materials for the machine
components’ production. The main problem of these steels is the lack of ductility and toughness at low
temperatures. The mechanical properties can be improved significantly due to microstructure refinement
obtained by thermomechanical treatments at relatively low temperatures [1–5]. The martensitic initial
structure was found to be very promising to receive a fine-grained structure by warm deformation [5].
For instance, according to Reference [6], an as-quenched Fe-1.2wt.%C steel had better workability
in comparison with that in an initially spheroidized condition. One of the attractive strategies of
warm deformation to receive an excellent balance of strength, ductility and toughness in a wide
range of temperatures is the formation of an elongated fine-grained (EFG) structure with nanoscale
carbide particles and a strong deformation texture [7], that has recently been applied in industry [8].
This microstructure can be obtained using warm deformation of as-quenched MCLA steels with the
martensitic structure [7–10]—this working is sometimes defined as tempforming [11]. During warm
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deformation, various processes, including precipitation and/or spheroidization of carbide particles,
dynamic recovery, dynamic recrystallization, elongation of ferritic grans along the deformation
direction and texture formation, can develop in MCLA steels with the martensitic structure [11–13].
The completeness and order of these processes substantially depend on warm deformation parameters,
such as temperature, strain rate and strain magnitude [14].
In comparison with ferrite-perlite steels, production of ultrafine grain structure in as-quenched
low- or high-alloyed steels usually requires relatively low strain (up to 50%) due to early development
of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) [12,15–17]. Besides, further grain refinement during DRX can
be obtained at increased strain rate and/or decreased deformation temperature [18]. For example,
warm deformation of an as-quenched Fe-0.45wt.%C steel at 550–600 ◦ C resulted in the formation of an
ultra-fine-grained ferritic structure with nanoscale carbides due to the development of DRX [15,19,20].
The nanoscale carbides can impede boundary motion through the pinning effect [10,21,22], thereby
stabilizing the structure.
On the other hand, warm deformation of an as-quenched Fe-0.4wt.%C-2wt.%Si-1wt.%Cr-1wt.%Mo
steel during rolling at 500 ◦ C resulted in the formation of a fibrous fine-grained structure with a strong
deformation texture that provided excellent mechanical properties [14]. Furthermore, a <110>//rolling
direction (RD) deformation texture in ferrite became weaker while ferritic grains became coarser and
more equiaxed with an increase in deformation temperature. In addition, an increase in deformation
temperature resulted in the weakening of a <110>//RD texture component during swaging of an
as-quenched Fe-0.43wt.%C-0.63wt.%Cr steel in the temperature range of 500 to 600 ◦ C [23].
Analysis of the available literature suggested that the microstructure evolution during warm
deformation of as-quenched MCLA steels was mainly studied for quite a narrow temperature interval,
while low temperatures remain almost unexplored. Meanwhile, evolution of the martensite
microstructure during warm deformation also deserves additional attention, particularly due to
the high density of lattice defects in such materials. The relationship between texture formation and
DRX during warm deformation should also be studied more comprehensively. Thus, the aim of
this work was to examine the martensite microstructure evolution and mechanical behavior of an
as-quenched MCLA steel during warm deformation at 400–700 ◦ C.
In the present article, mechanical behavior during compression tests is studied, and activation
energy and threshold stress are calculated at different temperatures (Section 3.1 Mechanical Behavior).
Additionally, the texture and structure evolution are investigated (Section 3.2 Microstructure Evolution).
Finally, a processing map is constructed and discussed in association with the observed structure
evolution (Section 3.3 Processing Map Analysis).
2. Materials and Methods
A medium-carbon low-alloy steel with a nominal chemical composition of (in wt.%) Fe-0.36C0.91Cr-0.62Mn-0.34Si-0.21Ni-0.15Cu-0.017P-0.022S was used as the program material. Compression
specimens measuring 8 × 8 × 10 mm3 were cut from an as-received hot rolled bar using an
electric-discharge machine (EDM), Sodick AQ300L (Sodick Co, Fukui, Japan). To produce a fully
martensite structure (which is defined hereafter as the initial one), the specimens were oil-quenched
from 860 ◦ C. Compression tests were carried out at 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650 or 700 ◦ C, with an initial
strain rate of 10−2 , 5·10−2 , 1.3·10−3 , 5·10−3 or 10−4 s−1 using an Instron 300XL test machine equipped
with a radial heating furnace (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA). At least two samples were tested for
each condition. The samples were heated up with a rate of 4◦ /min and held for 10 min at deformation
temperatures before the tests. The temperature during compression was controlled by a thermocouple
attached to the specimen side.
Microstructure was studied in specimens compressed to a true strain (ε) of 0, 0.3, 0.77 or 1.15
at a strain rate of 1.3·10−3 s−1 and temperatures of 400, 500, 600 or 700 ◦ C. At 400 ◦ C, the maximum
attained true strain was 0.97. Samples for electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) analysis were cut from the central part of the deformed specimens by
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The observed mechanical behavior is typical of as-quenched steels during deformation in the
temperature interval of tempering [12,15,20]. Specifically, the stress peak and subsequent worksoftening stage can be ascribed to the development of dynamic recrystallization [24,25]. However,
the most pronounced work-softening was observed for specimens strained at low temperatures and
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The values of n and Q can be found as the slope of the ln( ) – ln(σ/G) and ln(σ/G) – 103/T plots
(Figure 3), respectively. The value of n changed from 6.8 to 5.5 for 600 and 700 °C, respectively. The
activation energy was found to be 316 ± 35 kJ/mol using the mean value of n = 6.2 and by averaging
different values of Q at five strain rates.
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3.2. Microstructure Evolution
3.2. Microstructure Evolution
Microstructure of the as-quenched Fe-0.36wt.%C-1wt.%Cr steel (Figure 5a) consisted of initial
Microstructure of the as-quenched Fe-0.36wt.%C-1wt.%Cr steel (Figure 5a) consisted of initial
austenitic grains divided by martensite packets, blocks or laths [31]. Subsequent soaking of the
austenitic grains divided by martensite ◦packets, blocks or laths [31]. Subsequent soaking of the asas-quenched steel at 400, 500, 600 or 700 C for 10 min resulted both in the martensite decomposition
quenched steel at 400, 500, 600 or 700 °C for 10 min resulted both in the martensite decomposition
and in the onset of recovery and recrystallization development [32,33] (Figure 5b–e). Inverse pole
and in the onset of recovery and recrystallization development [32,33] (Figure 5b–e). Inverse pole
figures (IPF) maps show that the finest structure formed at 400 ◦ C (Figure 5b). With an increase in
figures (IPF) maps show that the finest structure formed at 400 °C (Figure 5b). With an increase in the
the temperature to 500 or 600 ◦ C (Figure 5c,d), martensite laths gradually transform into relatively
temperature to 500 or 600 °C (Figure 5c,d), martensite laths gradually transform into relatively large
large areas of tempered martensite (the microstructure is still martensite; however, the concentration of
areas of tempered martensite (the microstructure is still martensite; however, the concentration of
carbon is already close to that in ferrite [32]). Heating to 700 ◦ C promoted the formation of large ferrite
carbon is already close to that in ferrite [32]). Heating to 700 °C promoted the formation of large ferrite
grains with irregular shape primarily surrounded by martensitic packets (Figure 5e). The incomplete
grains with irregular shape primarily surrounded by martensitic packets (Figure 5e). The incomplete
martensite decomposition caused by the short exposure at the elevated temperatures can be terminated
martensite decomposition caused by the short exposure at the elevated temperatures can be
during further warm deformation [11].
terminated during further warm deformation [11].
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Compression at 400 °C resulted in the formation of a “pancaked” structure comprising highly
elongated ferrite grains with a strong <001>//CD texture, and the grains were mainly separated by
high-angle boundaries (HABs) (Figure 6a–c). This type of microstructure was obtained by flattening
of the initial grains (Figure 5a) due to the geometrical effect of plastic deformation. The grains with
the <111>//CD orientation were usually wider in comparison with those with the <001>//CD
orientation. The development of substructure in a form of low-angle boundaries (LAB) networks was
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Compression at 400 ◦ C resulted in the formation of a “pancaked” structure comprising highly
elongated ferrite grains with a strong <001>//CD texture, and the grains were mainly separated by
high-angle boundaries (HABs) (Figure 6a–c). This type of microstructure was obtained by flattening of
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the initial grains (Figure 5a) due to the geometrical effect of plastic deformation. The grains with the
<111>//CD orientation were usually wider in comparison with those with the <001>//CD orientation.
The development of substructure in a form of low-angle boundaries (LAB) networks was often observed
in the <111>//CD grains. After deformation to ε = 0.97, the volume fractions of the <001>//CD and
<111>//CD components reached 32% and 52%, respectively (Table 2).
Table 2. Volume fraction of areas with the <001>//compression direction (CD) (numerator, %) and
<111>//CD (denominator, %) texture components in the Fe-0.36wt.%C-1wt.%Cr steel after different
compression strain.
Temperature, ◦ C

True Strain (ε)
0

0.3

0.77

1.15

400

4/3

9/16

29/28

32/52 *

500

2/1

6/14

49/41

49/31

600

4/6

16/8

40/13

57/19

700

5/3

11/17

12/9

19/10

* for temperature of 400

◦ C,

maximum strain is equal to 0.97.

An increase in the compression temperature to 500 ◦ C did not result in significant changes in the
microstructure evolution. The microstructure was mostly composed of areas with both the <001>//CD
and <111>//CD orientations—the latter were somewhat thicker after compression to ε = 0.77 (Figure 6e).
After ε = 1.15, both structural constituents had a similar morphology of the elongated grains with
predominantly high-angle misorientations (Figure 6f). Also, when the strain increased from ε = 0.77
to ε = 1.15, the fraction of the <001>//CD component remained at the same level of 49%, but the
<111>//CD component fraction decreased from 41% to 31% (Table 2).
A further increase in the deformation temperature to 600 ◦ C resulted in the formation of a much
coarser, partially recrystallized structure (Figure 6g–i). The <001>//CD orientation became the dominant
component, and its fraction gradually increased with strain reaching 57% at ε = 1.15. The development
of a substructure was evident in the <001>//CD oriented regions. Meanwhile, the <111>//CD orientation
fraction was considerably lower, only 19% at ε = 1.15 (Table 2). The microstructure became coarser
and more equiaxed after deformation at 700 ◦ C, most probably due to the development of the
recrystallization processes (Figure 6g–l). Both the <001>//CD and <111>//CD orientation fractions were
reduced dramatically. The morphology of grains with different texture components was quite similar
after deformation at the high temperatures. The total fraction of both components did not exceed 30%.
It is also worth noting that an increase in ε from 0.3 to 0.77 at 700 ◦ C resulted in a considerable decrease
in the fraction of the <111>//CD orientation, from 17% to 9% (Table 2). A similar phenomenon was
observed during deformation at 500 ◦ C to ε = 0.77 and ε = 1.15 (Table 2). However, a decrease in the
volume fraction of areas with the <111>//CD texture at 600 ◦ C was not detected.
It is also worth noting that the two-component <001>//CD and <111>//CD texture is not always
observed after warm deformation. For example, in a Fe-0.4wt.%C-2wt.%Si-1wt.%Cr-1wt.%Mo steel
with the initial martensite structure, a single-component <110>//RD deformation texture was observed
after warm rolling [11]. The variations in the texture can most probably be attributed to the different
character of the material flow depending on the processing scheme.
The dependence of the average distance between HABs (measured along the compression axis) on
the deformation temperature and compression strain (Table 3) shows several trends. First, the initial
(ε = 0) HABs spacing increased pronouncedly with an increase in the temperature. This finding agrees
well with the observed changes in the microstructure (Figure 2). Second, deformation resulted in
a continuous decrease in the HABs spacing at each temperature, though with different rates of the
microstructure refinement. For instance, at 400 ◦ C, the HABs spacing decreased from 0.78 to 0.19 µm
as a result of compression to ε = 0.97. Meanwhile, deformation to ε = 1.15 at 700 ◦ C decreased the
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boundary spacing from 1.52 to 1.07 µm only. In other words, the microstructure refinement was more
evident at lower temperatures, most likely because of sluggish dynamic recrystallization (in contrast to
higher temperatures).
Table 3. Average transverse high-angle boundaries (HAB) spacing (µm).
Temperature, ◦ C

True Strain (ε)
0

0.3

0.77

1.15

400

0.77

0.44

0.29

0.19 *

500

0.76

0.49

0.30

0.22

600

1.07

0.62

0.57

0.47

700

1.52

1.25

1.28

1.07

* for temperature of 400

◦ C,

maximum strain is equal to 0.97.

TEM analysis (Figures 7–9) showed that after heating to 400 ◦ C, the structure of the steel was
comprised of tempered martensite laths with dislocation arrays inside them (Figure 7a) and two
types of carbides: fine (<20 nm), almost equiaxed, and coarser rod-shaped particles (length 120 nm
and thickness 20 nm). The rod-shaped carbides were predominantly located at the lath boundaries,
but some of them were found inside the laths. After compression to ε = 0.3 (Figure 7b), due to
the development of dynamic recovery, the dislocation density decreased, and transversal low-angle
boundaries were observed in some laths. The fraction of the rod-shaped carbides located inside the
laths increased, and this can suggest that boundaries broke from the obstacles during motion, leaving
the carbides behind in grain volume. Further straining at 400 ◦ C resulted in a considerable thinning of
the laths/grains (Figure 7c). Fine, nearly equiaxed carbides (10 nm) were also observed inside elongated
grains. Their formation can be associated with either coalescence of the initial fine carbides or with the
fragmentation of the coarser rod-shaped particles.
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With an increase in the heating temperature to 600 °C (Figure 8a) or 700 °C (Figure 8d), a
microstructure consisted of rather coarse and elongated ferrite grains/sub-grains instead of
martensitic laths. The overall dislocation density was quite low, yet dislocation pile-ups and arrays
were found inside some grains. The carbides were coarse and nearly equiaxed (55 nm at 600 °C and
70 nm at 700 °C), however some of them still had an elliptical shape. The carbide particles were found
both inside grains/sub-grains and at their boundaries. Compression at these high temperatures

resulted in a decrease in dislocation density, obviously due to the development of DRX (Figure
8b,c,e,f). Some fine, dislocation-free equiaxed recrystallized grains with Moir fringes at the
boundaries were observed. Carbides were often found at the boundaries of these recrystallized
grains. In addition, the carbides became even more equiaxed after deformation at 700 °C, and some
Crystalsin
2020,
10,of
554
increase
size
the carbides from 70 to 110 nm was observed, with an increase in strain from ε 11
= 0of 15
to ε = 1.15.
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A processing map, representing the efficiency of power dissipation (η) for warm deformation at
ε = 0.35, was constructed using the results of the calculation (Figure 9). This value of strain (0.35) was
chosen to avoid the influence of friction between the specimen surface and the die at higher strains,
especially at low temperatures. The border between the dynamic recovery/dynamic recrystallization
areas corresponded to η ~ 0.2 [36], that, depending on a strain rate, fell in the interval 550–600 °С.
During deformation with strain rates close to 1.3·10−3 s−1, a rise in deformation temperature led to an
increase in the efficiency of power dissipation to η = 0.3 and higher (at 700 °C), which was a
consequence of a change in the mechanism of power dissipation from dynamic recovery to dynamic
recrystallization. These results were in agreement with the result of microstructure evolution studies
in the current work. However, deformation at 400 °C with almost all strain rates and in the
temperature range of 400–500 °С with a strain rate of 5·10−2 s−1 can result in flow instability with the
value of η ~ 0.1. Moreover, the efficiency of power dissipation approaches values, typical of dynamic
recovery, at 700 °С. An explanation of this behavior can be related with martensite decomposition
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temperatures, deformation was accompanied by dynamic recovery/discontinuous dynamic
recrystallization, causing both the rearrangement of dislocations and the formation of a developed
substructure. Continuous dynamic recrystallization occurred during deformation at the higher
temperatures, resulting in the formation of a coarse, nearly equiaxed grain structure. The activation
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decrease in dislocation density, obviously due to the development of DRX (Figure 8b,c,e,f). Some fine,
dislocation-free equiaxed recrystallized grains with Moir fringes at the boundaries were observed.
Carbides were often found at the boundaries of these recrystallized grains. In addition, the carbides
became even more equiaxed after deformation at 700 ◦ C, and some increase in size of the carbides
from 70 to 110 nm was observed, with an increase in strain from ε = 0 to ε = 1.15.
The activation energy analysis and examination of the microstructure evolution of the as-quenched
steel during warm deformation suggests two different controlling mechanisms: dynamic recovery in
the interval of 400–550 ◦ C and continuous DRX at 600–700 ◦ C. Specifically, elongated granular structure
with fine carbide nanoparticles and high dislocation density inside was found after deformation in
the lower-temperature interval. At large strains, some fine equiaxed dislocation-free grains appeared
(Figure 5e,f), most probably via discontinuous DRX [25]. However, the pinning effect of carbide
nanoparticles and low temperatures made the discontinuous DRX effect insignificant [22]. Moreover,
the nanoscale carbide particles in the structure served as obstacles for dislocation motion and influenced
on the threshold stresses. An increase in the size of carbides from <20 nm to 55 nm, with a temperature
rise from 400 to 600 ◦ C respectively, decreased the threshold stress value from 522 to 43 MPa (Table 1).
Specifically, there was not any threshold stress revealed at 700 ◦ C, where the average size of carbide
particles achieved 75 nm.
In the current work, the formation of a close to equiaxed structure with low dislocation density and
coarser carbides suggested the development at higher temperatures (600–700 ◦ C) of continuous DRX.
Similar processes were also observed earlier during deformation at the same temperatures of steels
with the initial martensite [12,15,16] or ferrite-perlite [17,22] structures. Meanwhile, the development
of discontinuous DRX after large strain at low temperatures (about 500 ◦ C) requires an additional study.
Moreover, the texture development also depended strongly on the temperature and mechanisms
of the structure formation. The development of discontinuous DRX inhibited the formation of the
<111>//CD orientation fraction in comparison with <001>//CD at a temperature of 500 ◦ C. The formation
of different form <111>//CD and <001>//CD orientations (white areas in Figure 6f) and simultaneous
drop of the <111>//CD orientation volume fraction (Table 2) can indicate predominant development
of discontinuous DRX inside of the <111>//CD oriented volumes. In the lower-temperature interval,
the fractions of these components were comparable. Besides, an increase in the warm deformation
temperature expectedly led to a less pronounced deformation texture [11].
The carbides precipitation/evolution was also linked to the microstructure evolution. On the one
hand, just before the deformation, the solid solution was supersaturated with carbon [32]. Subsequent
warm deformation led to intensive formation of the carbide particles which could inhibit dynamic
recrystallization [34]. On the other hand, strain-induced decomposition of carbides can be expected [35],
however the volume fraction of the carbides did not decrease during deformation. In fact, strain-induced
particles were found even in interstitial-free steel after warm deformation [3]. The obtained results
suggest dividing of coarser rod-shaped carbides into smaller particles in the lower-temperature interval
(Figure 7a,b), and a similar observation was earlier described in Reference [6].
3.3. Processing Map Analysis
The results obtained show a significant dependence of mechanical behavior and microstructure
evolution of the as-quenched steel during compression on process parameters (i.e., temperature, strain
and strain rate). Generally, elongated microstructure with a developed two-component texture was
formed at low temperatures (400 ◦ C and 500 ◦ C), but at high temperatures (600 ◦ C and 700 ◦ C),
the formation of equiaxed grains with a weak texture occurred due to the DRX development.
The features of processes in the program steel, occurring during warm deformation, determined
the efficiency of power dissipation, which was evaluated in a number of studies using a dynamic
material model [24,36–38]. The efficiency of power dissipation (η) during deformation processes can
be calculated as follows:
2m
η=
,
(6)
m+1
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where m is the strain rate sensitivity:
m=

∂ ln(σ)

.

·

∂ ln(ε)

(7)

ε,T

A processing map, representing the efficiency of power dissipation (η) for warm deformation at
ε = 0.35, was constructed using the results of the calculation (Figure 9). This value of strain (0.35) was
chosen to avoid the influence of friction between the specimen surface and the die at higher strains,
especially at low temperatures. The border between the dynamic recovery/dynamic recrystallization
areas corresponded to η ~ 0.2 [36], that, depending on a strain rate, fell in the interval 550–600 ◦ C.
During deformation with strain rates close to 1.3·10−3 s−1 , a rise in deformation temperature led to
an increase in the efficiency of power dissipation to η = 0.3 and higher (at 700 ◦ C), which was a
consequence of a change in the mechanism of power dissipation from dynamic recovery to dynamic
recrystallization. These results were in agreement with the result of microstructure evolution studies in
the current work. However, deformation at 400 ◦ C with almost all strain rates and in the temperature
range of 400–500 ◦ C with a strain rate of 5·10−2 s−1 can result in flow instability with the value of
η ~ 0.1. Moreover, the efficiency of power dissipation approaches values, typical of dynamic recovery,
at 700 ◦ C. An explanation of this behavior can be related with martensite decomposition during
deformation and development of dynamic recovery/recrystallization; however, this point requires
additional clarification.
From the viewpoint of practical application, an elongated fine-grained structure with nanoscale
carbide particles and strong deformation texture was observed after deformation in the field of
0.1 < η < 0.2, where the energy dissipation occurred due to dynamic recovery. On the other hand,
better workability can be obtained during warm deformation in the field, with η > 0.2, where DRX
develops. Deformation instability in the field with η < 0.1 can be accompanied by cracking and failure.
It should be noted that the as-quenched Fe-1.2wt.%C steel had lower efficiency of power dissipation
in the field of deformation instability and, as a result, better processability in comparison with the
initially spheroidized steel [6].
4. Conclusions
The mechanisms of the structure formation during warm deformation of the as-quenched
Fe-0.36wt.%C-1wt.%Cr steel in a temperature range of 400–700 ◦ C with strain rates of 10−2 , 5·10−2 ,
1.3·10−3 , 5·10−3 and 10−4 s−1 were investigated. The following results were obtained:
1. Two temperature domains can be clearly distinguished, depending on the structure formation
mechanisms: low temperatures at 400–550 ◦ C and high temperatures at 600–700 ◦ C. At the
low temperatures, deformation was accompanied by dynamic recovery/discontinuous dynamic
recrystallization, causing both the rearrangement of dislocations and the formation of a developed
substructure. Continuous dynamic recrystallization occurred during deformation at the higher
temperatures, resulting in the formation of a coarse, nearly equiaxed grain structure. The activation
energy of deformation was 140 ± 35 kJ/mol for the low-temperature domain, and 243 ± 15 kJ/mol for
the high-temperature domain.
2. The presence of nanoscale carbide particles in the structure at temperatures of 400–600 ◦ C
resulted in the appearance of threshold stresses. The value of threshold decreased from 522 to 43 MPa
with an increase in the size of carbides due to a temperature rise from 400 to 600 ◦ C, respectively.
3. A two-component <001>//CD and <111>//CD deformation texture was formed during
deformation. Deformation at the low temperatures resulted in the formation of elongated ferritic grains
separated mainly by HABs with a strong <001>//CD texture. The grains with the <111>//CD orientation
were wider in comparison with those with the <001>//CD orientation. The development of substructure
in the form of LABs networks was also observed in the <111>//CD grains. The development of dynamic
recrystallization restricted the texture formation.
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4. The processing map of warm deformation was constructed. Three main fields of the power
dissipation efficiency (η) were observed: dynamic recovery, dynamic recrystallization and flow
instability. The border between the areas of dynamic recovery and dynamic recrystallization was at
550–650 ◦ C at all studied strain rates. However, some flow instability was observed at 400 ◦ C and strain
rates of 10−4 –5·10−2 s−1 , and in the temperature range of 400–500 ◦ C with a strain rate of 5·10−2 s−1 .
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